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$HODL, Cryptocurrency index fund

Never miss a ticket to the moon
HODL Fund is a cryptocurrency index fund which is a token itself. Based on the blockchain technology, it enables full control, transparency and instantaneous, on-demand
withdrawal of the underlying crypto assets, whose value provides a guaranteed
lower bound for the price of the $HODL token. We manage and secure the diversified

1. Keeps track of +20 different currencies
2. Blockchain transparency. Full control over assets
3. No exit fees, no broker fees. Only 1% management fees

portfolio and invest in a data-based approach.

Blockchain transparency: 24/7 instant withdrawals
The HODL token has a built-in withdraw function in the smart-contract that enables on-demand, instantaneous, decentralized,
24/7 withdrawals. The investor automatically receives the value of their tokens in ether, which is the maximum between the
price of the underlying crypto assets and the token price on exchanges.

An innovative hybrid approach
At least 80% of the fund will passively track the top 20 cryptocurrencies using traditional
rebalancing formulae. Up to 20% will be allocated to ICO pre-sale investing and altcoin trading, taking advantage of the fact that we manage a significant amount of capital.

One token to HODL them all
With $HODL, the all-in-one token, you can hold 20+ cryptocurrencies with only one
token. You gain exposure to the overall crypto markets, including the main cryptocurrencies but promising altcoins too. There are no broker fees, no exit fees and
only 1% of management fees. All in a decentralized manner.

Technologies

LEGAL DISCLAIMER
This is not legal advice. You should take into account the risks associated with token sales. Please read the HODL Fund terms and conditions. HODL is not a security. To the maximum extent permitted by the applicable laws, regulations and rules, neither the Company
nor the HODL Fund Team shall be liable for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or other losses of any kind, in tort, contract
or otherwise (including but not limited to loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or data), arising out of or in connection with
any acceptance of or reliance on this Whitepaper or any part thereof by you.

